
Chapter 5

RELIABILITY ANALYSIS AND IMPROVEMENT OF BOILER
FEED WATER PUMPS

5.1 Boiler Feed Water System

The boiler feed water system can be considered as the heart of the turbine section.

The function of the boiler feed water system is to deliver feed water from de-aerator

to the boiler drum through boiler economizer. The accurate and reliable function of

this system is mandatory to safe running of the power plant as well as safe shutdowns

and startup of the plant. Any malfunction or failure of this system can make severe

damages to the critical equipment as high pressure turbine and boiler tubes.

A diagram of feed water system is shown in Figure 5.1. After the waste heat of

steam is absorbed by the condenser, the condensed steam is collected to the hot-well

inside the condenser. This condensate is pumped to the de-aerator by condensate

pump. Inside the de-aerator the dissolved oxygen and other gasses of condensate are

removed. The dissolved oxygen in feed water causes serious corrosion damage to the

metal piping and other metallic equipments in the steam system. From the de-aerator

feed water is pumped to the boiler drum through three high pressure heaters and

economizer. The design requirement of the feed water flow is 1025 tIhr. The feed

water system has designed to 1.1x 1025 tIhr flow capacity.

In the process of feed water pumping from de-aerator to boiler drum, feed water is

heated by extraction steam from steam turbine to improve the cycle efficiency. This

heating is done inside the three high pressure heaters and boiler economizer installed

between de-aerator and boiler drum. The system also supplies feed water to boiler

super-heater de-super-heater to control the superheated steam temperature. Besides,

feed water tapped form feed water pump intermediate stage is sent to two de-super-

heaters upstream of the steam re-heaters to protect re-heater from over heat. The high

pressure bypass system also supplies feed water from this system to act as de-super-

heating water for controlling of main steam temperature.
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Figure 5.1: Feed water system

5.2 Boiler Feed Water Pumps

Boiler Feed-water Pumps (BFP) are the main components of the feed water system.

There are three motor driven BFPs in the system. Each has a capacity of 5MW where

20% of the plant auxiliary power is consumed. The feed water pumps sets consist of

five major components. They are suction strainer, booster pump, driving motor,

hydraulic coupling and main pump. A diagram of three BFPs connected in parallel is

shown in Figure 5.2.

Feed water passes through the suction strainer before it enters to the booster pump.

The function of the booster is to raise the inlet water pressure of the feed water pump

in order to prevent vaporization inside the feed water pump. The discharge of the

booster pump is connected to the inlet of main pump. Each BFP has 50% capacity of

full load condition. Two out of three is running while other is in standby. The

standby pump cuts in automatically if one of the running pumps fails. Power supply

for BFP A is provide by 6kV bus bar A and BFP B is provided by 6kV bus bar B.

BFP C can supply power either by bus bar A or B, depending on the situation. This

improves the reliability of the system.
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The feed water flow is controlled by varying the rotation speed of the pumps. The

speed of the pumps are regulating by hydraulic coupling during normal operation.

During start up the bypass control valve of feed water line is used for feed water flow

regulation. The feed water flow is controlled by three impulses control device which

use inputs as steam drum level, steam flow and feed water flow.

Pump set 1
- Suction Strainer I--- Booster Pump - Driving Motor I--- Turbo Coupling I--- Main Pump -

Pump set 2
Suction Strainer - Booster Pump I--- Driving Motor ~ Turbo Coupling - Main Pump

Pump set 3 ~ Suction Strainer - Booster Pump I--- Driving Motor - Turbo Coupling - Main Pump f--

Figure 5.2: Three BFPs connected in parallel

5.3 Reliability Analysis of BFPs

Except the BFPs all the other major components of the feed water system are stand

alone equipment as pipes and vessels. BFPs are running as far as plant is alive and

even runs after shutdown. Since BFPs are ever rotating equipment and are exposed to

high pressure and temperature the possibility of failure is high. Past experience

shows that if all the BFPs are out of service for a period of 30s the boiler drum drains

and plant cannot start until the temperature difference between boiler drum metal and

feed water become less than 50 'C. This takes a period of four days. In a situation of

boiler drum drains there is a great possibility of permanently damaging the pipe

lines, tubes and other equipment inside the boiler. Therefore even in short term the

reliability of three BFP sets is highly important.

If a pump fails to deliver feed water against a certain head but continues to run it

does not necessarily a failure mean. Any defect which requires shutting down of

pump for repair is considered as a failure. Examples of failures can include failed

thrust bearing which require immediate shut down and a pin hole in pipe line which

still requires a shutdown to repair though not immediately. Complete failure of major

internal or rotating parts of the pumps is very rare. In this system a pump can fail
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while on standby, with a rate of failure while on standby being lower than the rate of

failure when it is running. It is assumed that failures are random and are thus

described by exponential distribution.

It is assumed that repair work is arranged as soon as possible, so that only one defect

is cleared within a shutdown. It is also assumed that defects are independent. To

analyze the reliability of the pump sets, the system behavior is formulated using

Markov process [20].

5.3.1 Failure data and reliability indices

For analyzing the reliability of BFP sets the failure data from 1st July 2011 to 31st

December 2012 were collected. The collected failure data are shown in Appendix H.

The shutdown for repair time includes time for isolation, time for repair work and

time for de-isolation. Data corresponding to failures while running or standby were

collected separately. It is assumed that failures do not occur when the pump set is

under isolation, de-isolation or under repair.

The total running time of the plant during the considered period is 9596 hrs. The

actual running time tl of each pump sets can be obtained from the data recorded in

the DeS. The running hours of each pump set are shown in Appendix 1. The down

time t3 and total number of failures n of each pump set can be obtained from failure

data of pumps which extracted from "Permit to Work" documents. The standby time

of each pump set is calculated using following equation.

Standby time = total running time of the plant - tl-t3

The repair rate of each pump set can be calculated by dividing the total number of

failures n of that pump set by corresponding down time t3. When analyzing the total

number of failures larger proportion occurs during running and smaller proportion

occurs during standby. The number of failures while on running is considered as

twice as the number of failures while on standby [20]. In other words the failure

during running period is considered twice as the failure rate during standby. The

estimated number of failures during running can be computed directly from

following equation [20].
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Estimated number of failures during running

The calculated failure rates and repair rates are shown in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Reliability indices of BFP sets

Pump Set Pump Set Pump Set
A B C

Running time, t) (hr) 3143 8737 8239
Standby time, t2 (hr) 3509 139 404
Down time, t3 (hr) 2943 719 952

~! number offailures, n 26 24 20
Estimated no. of failures while running, m 16.7 23.8 19.5

L.t!:-- = n/t3 (per hour) 0.0088 0.0286 0.0211

Arunninp = m/t, (per hour) 5.39x I0-3 2.72xlO-3 2.37xlO-3

Astandbv = 0.5 Arunning 2.65xlO-3 1.36x 10-3 1.18xlO-3

The three BFP sets are mechanically identical. The variations of failure rates can be

due to random causes. The average failure rate and repair rate for a BFP set can be

calculated as follows.

Arunning(avg) = (5.39x 10-3+2.72x 10-3+2.37x 10-3)/3 = 0.003468 failures per hour

Astandby(avg) = (2.65x 10-3+1.36x 10-3+1.18x 10-3)/3 = 0.001734 failures per hour

~avg (0.0088+0.0286+0.0211)/3 = 0.019483 per hour

5.3.2 System reliability model

Since this system consists of three parallel connected 50% capacity BFP sets, at least

two pump sets must function to have 100% feed water flow. System is considered

failed if this 100% feed water flow is not achieved. The system is modeled as a

Markov process in order to compute its reliability. In order to develop Markov

reliability model the following assumptions are required [20].

• If a pump set is running properly it will not be switched off and it is available

until a defect occurs.

• If a pump set fails the pump in standby cuts in automatically.

• Once a pump set is repaired it will be available immediately.
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For developing the Markov model the states which the system can stay at a given

time should be identified. The state 1 to 9 which the system can stay at any given

time are defined in Table 5.2. The first three states (1-3) are those in which any two

pumps are running and other pump is on standby ..The second three states (4-6) are

those in which two pumps are running and other pump is in outage. The final three

states (7-9) are in which only one pump is running and other two pumps are in

outage. In this case system is only delivering 50% of the feed water flow and system

is considered as failed. The state which all the three pumps are down never appears

since system is considered to have failed when at least two pumps are down.

Table 5.2: States ofreliabiIity model

._-- I Pumps Failr State Pumps on Pumps
Number Standby Runningf----

1 A B andC No

2 B AandC No

3 C A and. B No

4 I No Band C A

5 No AandC B

I 6 No AandB C

7 No A B andC

8 No B AandC

9 No C AandB

The reliability model is shown in Figure 5.3. /1.\, /...2 and /...3 are the failure rates while

on running of pump set A, B and C respectively. ~I, j.!2 and ~3 are repair rates of

pump set A, Band C respectively. The failure rate while on standby is half of that of

while on running is applied for developing the reliability model. The considered

reliability of the system is in fact the probability of running two pump sets out of

three for an entire time interval t, given that all pumps are good as new at the start of

the time interval.
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3

Figure 5.3: Markov reliability process of the 2-out of-3x50% BFP system

By considering the Pi(t) be the probability that the system is in state i at time t, a set

of simultaneous first order linear differential equations [20] can be obtained.
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(5)

(6)

The above equations can be further simplified since three pump sets are identical.

Considering each pump has same failure rate Aand repair rate ~ following simplified

equations [20] are obtained.

A = AI = ,.1,2= ,.1,3; fl = u, = fl2 = fl3

· 5
P1(t)=JL P4(t)-(2A)P,(t)

· 5
P2(t) = fl P5(t)-(2A)P2(t)

· 5
P3(t) = JL P6(t) - (2A)P3(t)

· 1
P4 (t) = 2A PI (t) + AP2 (t) + AP 3 (t) - (JL + 2A)P4 (t)

· 1
P5 (t) = A P, (t) + 22P2 (t) + 2P 3(t) - (JL + 22)P5 (t)

· 1
P6 (t) = A PI (t) + AP2 (t) + 2AP 3 (t) - (fl + 22 )P6 (t)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10 )

(11 )

(12 )

The probability that all pumps are available at time t, So(t) is the sum of probabilities

the system is in state 1 to 3.

(13 )

The probability that only anyone pump is down at time t, SI(t) is the sum of

probabilities the system is in state 4 to 6.

(14 )

From (13) and (14)

. 5
So (t) = - ~ AS 0 (t) + JLSI (t)

L

. 5
S 1 (t) = 2·AS 0 (t) - (JL + 2 A ) S I (t)

(15 )

(16 )
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The system reliability, R(t) is the probability that the system has not failed up to a

time t. This can be expressed by following equation subjected to the initial conditions

given below.

R(t) = So (t) + SI (t)

So(O) = 1, SJO) = 0
(17)

Taking Arunning(avg) = 0.003468 failures per hour and /lavg=O.O 19483 per hour as each

pump's average f... and average u,

Form (15) and (16)

So (t) = -0.00867 So (t) + 0.01948351 (t)

SI (t) = 0.00867 So (t) - 0.026419 SI (t)

(18)

(19)

(18) and (19) is a system of first order linear differential equations. This system can

be solved using Matlab®. The solutions obtained are as follows.

SO(t) = 0.781884561 e-00018085139531 + 0.218115439 e-O 0332894860 51

51 (t) = 0.275563282 e-00018085139531 - 0.275563282 e-0.033289486051

From (17)

R(t) = So (t) + SI (t)
R(t) = 1.057447843 e-000I8085139 531 _ 0.057447843 e-00332894860 51

The results ofR(t) can be closely approximated by the function

R(t) = 1.057447843 e(-11553)

This gives that the mean time between system failures (two pumps fail) is 553 hours.

BFP sets are critical equipment in a coal power plant and designed to operate over

long periods of 2 to 3 years continuously. Therefore having failed within 553 hrs

cannot be accepted and it greatly reduces the whole power plant reliability. Therefore

improving the reliability and increasing the mean time between system failures is

mandatory.
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5.4 Reliability Improvement of BFPs

Coal power plants traditionally relied on steam turbine driven BFPs. This is a

scenario where boiler needs the BFP to feed it with water before it can generate the

steam and BFP need that steam so that it can pump water. As a solution to this

scenario, motor driven start-up BFP was introduced. At the start up, water is pumped

to the boiler by motor driven BFP and once adequate steam is available, condensing

turbines operating in parallel with the main unit LP turbine come into operation to

drive BFP.

Steam driven BFP and motor driven BFP has its inherent pros and cons. An

alternative solution is using dual driven BFP. At the start up an electric motor drives

the BFP and once the pressure builds up a steam turbine takes over the driving pump.

Using dual driven BFP eliminate the need for a standby pump and improves the plant

reliability.

The existing three BFPs are driven by three electric motors. These BFPs can be

converted to dual driven BFPs by coupling a steam turbine to drive the pump. The

steam turbine is coupled through a clutch so that coupling and de-coupling of steam

turbine can be done as necessary.

Figure 5.4 shows how the steam turbines are coupled to the existing BFP sets. When

the steam turbine is in operation, the motor is de-coupled by draining the oil in turbo

coupling. Then the booster pump coupled to the motor also stops. Therefore a suction

strainer and another booster pump are added to the steam turbine end. The suction

strainer and booster pump in steam turbine end is in operation when steam turbine is

in operation. When the pump drive change from steam turbine to electric motor, the

clutch decouples the steam turbine and electric motor drives the main pump. The

suction strainer and booster pump in motor end is in operation. At the start-up of the

power plant sufficient steam is not available to drive the steam turbine. Therefore

electric motor is used to drive the BFP. During the plant operation changes over from

motor to steam turbine and vice versa, since steam is readily available.
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Pump set 1

~
Suction Strainer Booster Pump Driving Motor Turbo Coupling Main Pump Outch Steam Turbine Booster Pump Suction Strainer I-

'---
Pump set 2

r-r-r-r-r-

Suction Strainer Booster Pump Driving Motor Turbo Coupling Main Pump Outch Steam Turbine Booster Pump Suction Strain~r I-

'-------

Pump set 3 ~
Suction Strainer Booster Pump Driving Motor Turbo Coupling Main Pump I- Outch Steam Turbine Booster Pump Suction Strai~r t-

'-------

Figure 5.4: Dual driven BFP system

5.4.1 Reliability model of dual driven BFP system

After modification also this system consists of three parallel connected 50% capacity

BFP sets, at least two pump sets must function to have 100% feed water flow. The

dual driven system is also considered failed if this 100% feed water flow is not

achieved. The system is modeled as a Markov process in order to compute its

reliability.

The assumptions made for developing the reliability model are as follows.

• When starting the BFP, pump is driven by electric motor.

• BPFs are driven by steam turbine in normal operation.

• During normal operation, BFP is driven by electric motor only if there is no

steam turbine available to drive.

• If a pump set fails the pump in standby cuts in automatically. The standby

pump is driven by electric motor only if steam turbine is not available.

• If a pump set is running properly it will not be switched off and it is available

until a defect occurs.

• Once a pump set is repaired it is available immediately.

For analyzing the reliability, the motor driven pump set which include suction

strainer, booster pump, driving motor, turbo coupling and main pump are considered

as a single unit. The steam driven pump set which include suction strainer and

booster pump at steam turbine end, steam turbine and clutch are considered as a

separate single unit. The steam turbines and electric motors of three pump sets are
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named as in Table 5.3. The repair rates and failure rates while running of each motor

driven pump set and newly added steam turbine are as in Table 5.4.

Table 5.3: Naming of pump sets

I
,------

Pump Set Pump Set Pump Set
1 2 31

team turbine x y z

Motor p q r

Table 5.4: Failure rates and repair rates of pump sets

-~--+~-~z p q r II Failu~e rate(A) Az Ap Aq o I
~

Repair ratetu) ~j : Jlz ~ ~ ~ i

As in the previous case for developing the Markov model the states which system

can reside any given time should be identified. The indentified 21 states which the

dual driven BFP system can rest on any given time are defined in Table 5.5.

The first three states (A-C) are those in which any two steam turbines are running

and other steam turbine and all the electric motors are on standby. The second three

states (D-F) are those in which any two steam turbines are running and other steam

turbine is in outage. All the electric motors are on standby. The states G to N are in

which only one steam turbine is running and other two steam turbines are in outage.

Also one electric motor is running and other is in standby. The states 1 to 3 are in

which all the steam turbines are failed, any two electric motors are running and other

is on standby. The states 4 to 6 are in which all the steam turbines are in outage, any

two electric motors are running and other one is in outage. The states 7 to 9 are in

which all the steam turbines and two electric motors are in outage, while other

electric motor is running. In this case system is only delivering 50% of the feed water

flow and system is considered as failed. The state which all the three steam turbines

and electric motors are down never appeared since system is considered failed when

hi least two pumps are down.
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Table 5.5: States of dual driven BFP system

I Steam Steam Steam Motor on Motor on Motor inI
State I Turbine Turbine Turbine Standby Running outage

I

I on on in outage

f
Standby Running I

I A x y I z p,q and r No No

·B x z Y p,q and r No No

C y z x p,q and r No No

D ~~LErY z p,q and r No No

~

_ No xandz I y p,q and r No No

No . and z I x p,q and r No No
1--_.

I -- I-

l G No I x y and z p and q r No
i y and z p and r NoH No x q

J No z xandy p and r q No

K No z xandy q and r p No

M No Y x and z q and r p No

N No y x and z p and q r No

1 No No x,y and z p q and r No
_.

2 No No x,y and z r p and q No

3 No No x,y and z q p and r No

4 No No x,y and z No q and r p

5 No No x,y and z No p and q r

6 No No x,y and z No p and r q

7 No No No No q p and r

8 No No No No P q and r
1--.

9 No No No No r p and q

The reliability model is shown in Figure 5.5. The failure rate of electric motor driven

pump set and steam turbine driven pump set while on standby is half of that of while

on running. For considering the system is as not failed, two pumps should rotate

either by motors or steam turbines. The considered reliability of the system is in fact

the probability of running two pump sets out of three for an entire time interval t,

given that all pumps are good as new at the start of the time interval.
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Figure 5.5: Markov reliability process of the 2-out of-3x50% dual driven BFP system



By considering the Pi(t) be the probability that the system is in state i (i=A..N, 1-9) a

time t, a set of simultaneous first order linear differential equations can be obtained.

The dual driven pumps sets are mechanically identical. Therefore to reduce the

complexity of system of linear differential equations the failure rates and repair rates

of pump sets can be considered equal. Each electric motor driven pump set has same

failure rate Am and repair rate 11m. Each steam turbine driven pump set has same

failure rate As and repair rate Ils. Following simplified equations are obtained.

Am=Ap=Aq=Ar;

As = Ax = Ay = Az;

Jim = Jip = Jiq = Jir

Jis = Jix = fly = flz

· . 5
PA(tj = Ji.\.PD(t) - 2"AsPA(t) (1)

· 5
PB(t) = JisPD(t) - -AsPB(t) (2)

2

r; .(t) = Ji sPE (t) - ~ A .r; (t) (3)

· 1
PD(t) = As(PB(t) + Pe(t) + 2"PA(t)) - (4As+fls)PD(t) (4)

· 1
PE(t) = As(PA(t) + Pe(t) + 2"PB(t) - (4As+Jis)PE(t) (5)

· 1
PF(t) == As(PA(t) + PB(t) + 2"Pe(t») - (4As+Jis)Pp(t) (6)

P G (I) = ..1,.\(PI) (t) + P E (t) + AmP H (t) - (2 A s + Am) P G (t) (7)

PH (t) == As (PD (t) + PE (t») + Am PG (t) - (2..1, s+Am )PH (t) (8)

r, (t) = As(PE(t) + Pp(t)) + AmPK(t) - (2As+Am)Pj(t) (9)

PK (t) = As (Ph (t) + PF (t)) + Am P, (t) - (2..1, s+Am )PK (t) (10)

PM (t) = As (P J) (t) + P F (t)) + A In P N (t) - (2 A s+ Am) PM (t) (11 )

PN (t) = ).s (PD (t) + PI' (t)) + AmPM (t) - (2A s+Am )PN (t)(12)
. 5

PI (t) = A., (P G (t) + PH (t)) + P N (t) + P J (t)) + AmP 4 (t) - 2" A mPI (t )(13 )

. 5
P2 (t) = /ls (Pj (t) + PK (t)) + r; (t) + PN (t)) + Am P5 (t) - 2 )-m P2 (t)(14)
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· 5
P3 (t) = As (PM (t) + PN (t» + PK (t) + r; (t» + Am P6 (t) - 2Am P3 (t)(l5)

· 1
P 4 (t) = Am (P 2 (t) + P 3 (t ) + 2 PI (t) - (2 A,III + Ji m ) P 4 (t) (16 )

· 1
P 5 (t) = A III (PI (t) + P 3 (t » + 2 P 2 (t) - (2 A III + Ji m ) P 5 (t) (17 )

· 1
P6 (t) = Am (PI (t) + P2 (t» + 2P3 (t) - (2Am + Jim )P6 (t) (18)

The probability that all electric motors and steam turbines are available at time t,

SoCt) is the sum of probabilities the system is in state A to C.

So (t) = PA (t) +PB (t) + Pc (t) (19)

The probability that only one steam turbine is down at time t, SI(t) is the sum of

probabilities the system is in state D to E.

(20)

The probability that exactly two steam turbines are down at time t, S2(t) is the sum of

probabilities the system is in state G,H,J,K,M and N.

S2 (t) = Pa (t) + PH (t) + P.J(t) + PK (t) + PM (t) + PN (t) (21)

The probability that all the steam turbines are down at time t, S3(t) is the sum of

probabilities the system is in state 1 to 3.

S3 (t) = ~ (t) +P2 (t) + P3 (t) (22)

The probability that all the steam turbines and exactly one electric 1110toris down at

time t, S4(t) is the sum of probabilities the system is in state 4 to 6.

(23)

From (1), (2) arid (3)

. 5
So(t) = -2A.,So(t)+ JisSI(t)

From (4), (5) and (6)

(24 )
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SjCt) = ~-AsSo(t) - (Ll-A" + ,uJSj(t)

From (7), (8), (9), (10), (11) and (12)

(25 )

- "o ''t -' "\'() '"l" -'-\
,.J 2 t t i ::;:----/L ,_u-] t -- L "t •~\ -J U}- 2"' - -
From (13), (14) and (IS)

(26 )

S3(t) "':0 2)csS2(t)+ /"mS4(t)-- ~-AmS3(t)

From (16), (17) and (18)

o \ 5, 1.-' (\ ('-:1
c) 4 (t J :=: -;:;- it'm U J t ] -- ,~/: I!I

s:

(27 )

. r' - \+Pm)Ut;(t; (28 )

The system reliability, R(t) is tile probability that the system has not failed up to a

time t. This is the situation where at least two BFPs available either driven by steam

turbine or electric molar. This can be expressed by following equation subjected to

P{'f\ ._- o it) S 'to) S (f' "r<)··~ (I),I. !- ) - U 0 I..- + j ~ + 2' J + d 3 ,l -r d 4 '

SG (0) = 1 S] (0) :~0 S 2 (0) = 0 S 3 (0) = 0

(29)

the initial conditions given below.

The existing motor driven BFPs results are taker. for failure rate while on running

and repair rate of electric motor driven unit of dual driven pump.

Am == A. n..:nfi,}l}! (avg ) = 0.003468

= 0.019483

failures per hour

per hour

Since there is no steam turbine: driven BFPs in the plant no past data is available to

calculate the failure and repair rate. Therefore a typical steam turbine reliability and

maintainability data [21] are taken for calculation.

As = 9.09 x 10 -5 failures per hour
/-' s ::::-0 .045454 per hour

Form (24), (25), (26), (27) and (28)

So(t) = -0.045457 S] (t) + 2.2725 X 10-4 So (t)

SI(t) = 2,2725 x 10-4 So (t) -- 0.0458176 S] (t)

(30)

(31)
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S 2 .(t) = 3.636 xl 0 -4 SI (t) - 1.818 xl 0 -4 S 2 (t)

S3 (t) = 1.818 x 10 -4 S 2 (t) + 0.003468 S 4 (t) - 0.00867 S3 (t)

S4 (t) = 0.00867 S3 (t) - 0.026419 S4 (t)

(32)

(33)

(34)

(30), (31), (32), (33) and (34) is a system of first order linear differential equations.

This system can be solved using Matlab®. The solutions obtained are as follows.

So(t) = 1.004969027 e-00002254285 901 + 7.712919513 X 10-22 e-00460408318 31 +

7.637125717 x 10 -17 e -000018181 - 0.0049690274 52 e -0.0455921714 1

SI (t) = 0.0050091760 15e-00002254285 9051 - 0.0050091760 15e-00455921714 It

S2 (t) = 0.0417062872 6e -00001818 I - 2.720300306 x 10 -21 e -00071126108 97 I

_ 0.0417463956 4e-00002254285 9051 + 0.0000401083 7926 e-00455921714 II

S3(t) = 0.0000075678 76062 e-00071126108 971 _ 0.0010401308 61e-0.0002254285 9051 +

0.0000000825 2501508 e-00279763891 I + 0.0010326867 08e-00001818 I

_ 0.0000002062 485523 e-0.0455921714 11

S.j (t) = 0.0000033985 37402 e-00071126108 971 - 0.0003442804 504 e-00002254285 9051 -

0.0000004594 175467 e-00279763891 1 + 0.0003412480 661 e-0.0001818 1

+ 0.0000000932 644 e-0.0455911714 II

From (29)

R(t) = So (t) + S] (t) + S2 (t) + S3 (t) + S4 (t)

R(t) = 0.9668473961 e -0.00022542859051 + 0.0000109664 1346 e -00071126108971 --

0.0000003768 925316 e-00279763891 I + 0.0430802220 3e-00001S18 I _ 0.0099382080 72e-00455921714 II

R(t) = e-0.OOI)2254285 9051

The results of R(t) can be closely approximated by the function
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R(t) =-" 1.057447843 e(-114436)



This proves that the mean time between dual driven BFP system failures (two pumps

fail) is 4436 hrs. This is eight times greater than the existing motor driven BFP

system. Therefore converting the existing system to dual driven BFP system is highly

advantageous for improving the reliability of the BFP system as well as the power

plant.
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